Abstract
Introduction: online behavior and offline phenomena
The increasing use of the Internet and social media services has provided researchers with a new and rapidly growing data source on human behavior. Each interaction of users with online services (e.g. search engines, social networking sites etc.) leaves data traces, documenting online behavior. While most of these data traces remain inaccessible to researchers, some services (e.g. Google, Twitter, Facebook etc.) offer limited, yet structured access to some behavioral user data (e.g. through application programming interfaces, APIs). Other data, for example blog posts, or comments on commercial platforms, are publicly available and can be retrieved by automated scripts. These data document user behavior, user interactions, and allow inferences about user sentiments online at a scope and depth that in some respects, goes far beyond traditional data sources in the social sciences (Lazer et al., 2009) . Although these data first and foremost document online behavior, they also hold the potential to illuminate offline phenomena (Rogers, 2009 ).
This realization has led to an impressive amount of research attempting to link data collected online to offline phenomena. Offline phenomena that have been linked to online data include economic indicators and sales figures (Gruhl et al., 2005; Choi and Varian, 2009) , movie box-office results (Mishne and Glance, 2006; Asur and Huberman, 2010) , the spread of diseases (Ginsberg et al., 2009) , early-warning indicators of earthquakes (Sakaki et al., 2010) , the play-by-play summary of sports and entertainment events (Chakrabarti and Punera, 2011; Shamma et al., 2011) , the development of political protests (Jungherr and Jürgens, 2013) , the development of political discourse (Weber et al., 2012) , and even election results (Gayo-Avello, 2011) . The data that was used for these analyses include the query logs of Internet search engines (Choi and Varian, 2009 ), posts and comments on blogs and commercial platforms (Balog et al., 2006; Mishne and de Rijke, 2006; De Choudhury et al., 2008) , and messages on microblogging services (e.g. Twitter, Weibo et al.) (Shamma et al., 2011; Yu et al, 2011) . Researchers often claim to be able to predict offline phenomena by analyzing patterns in the data provided by online tools (Choi and Varian, 2009; Asur and Huberman, 2010) , or-more modestly-claim to be able to detect offline phenomena based on patterns in the data (Balog et al., 2006; Shamma et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2012) . Others try to identify characteristic data patterns enabling the early detection of topics prone to generating a high volume of comments later on (Nikolov, 2012) .
While most of these papers clearly show the potential that data produced by human interaction with online services hold for the analysis of offline phenomena, most of them are best understood as proofs of concept. This caveat also holds true for the empirical results presented further down. Still, in the first part of the paper we aim to move beyond this restriction by a systematic discussion of the relationship between online data and offline phenomena. We believe it is best to conceptualize online data traces as indicators of a user's interests at a given time. Thus, collective interests in topics or online content can be measured in the dynamics of time series based on the developments of variables documenting human behavior online (Kleinberg, 2003) .
The challenge is to connect these time series to offline phenomena.
The literature interested in the connection between online data and offline events has many subfields. The three approaches most relevant to our findings are concerned with correlation and prediction, event identification by activity spikes in time series, and the early detection of popular topics in online channels. The first approach examines if data on human behavior online systematically correlates with offline phenomena (e.g. Golder and Macy, 2011) . Some authors even try to predict the occurrence of offline phenomena based on patterns in online data (e.g. Choi and Varian, 2009; Asur and Huberman, 2010) . Some of these studies have gained significant attention, not least because of their original claims. Recently, however, the claims of some of the bolder studies-especially those with a focus on political outcomes-have met with severe criticism, since their results have been proven to be vulnerable to replication and scrutiny (Lui et al., 2011; Metaxas et al., 2011; GayoAvello, 2012; Jungherr et al. 2012 ).
Researchers interested merely in the identification of offline events with data on online behavior take a more modest route. Typically they use spikes in online data streams to identify offline events relevant to the online-service users under examination (Kleinberg 2002; Balog et al., 2006; Shamma et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2012; Jungherr and Jürgens, 2013) . These bursts are detected by varying degrees of sophistication: for instance, the simple counting of frequent words represents one end of the spectrum (e.g. Twitter trending topics), while recording relative frequencies of wordstems during specific time intervals (e.g. Asur and Huberman, 2010; Shamma et al., 2011) represents another. The proof of concept we propose here adds another method for detecting of offline phenomena with online data.
As online tools become increasingly important so increases the interest of the public and traditional media in topics that are widely discussed online.
Correspondently, the efforts to detect these "trending topics" (i.e. topics with temporally dense high-volume) early on intensify. Recently, an approach has been introduced (Nikolov, 2012) which predicts trending topics by means of nonparametric forecasting. In essence, volume curves of pre-established trending topics are clustered and compared to the volume development of new topics. The probability of a topic becoming a "trend" is estimated by its similarity to the development of past trending topics. This approach does not make any statements about the relation of online trends to offline phenomena. In fact, since it trains on past online phenomena, the method exclusively aims at mapping a set of specific patterns that relate to an algorithmically defined feature (trending). The method neither theorizes about external reasons for trend slopes (such as the speed of information diffusion, network structures etc.), nor does it relate to the entirety of topics constituting the communication space at any given time.
Researchers interested in using online data for the identification of offline events face obvious difficulties using Twitter data. First, every method focusing only on spikes in the total volume of Twitter messages, or only on the development of the most popular #keywords is bound to be diluted by #keywords without relevant information. As Table 1 shows, the most popular #keywords in a given time period are bound to contain their fair share of spam (e.g. #porn, #follow), Twitter usage conventions (e.g. #ff, #teamfollowback), and viral phenomena (e.g. #oomf, #500aday). Focusing only on the fluctuations of these #keywords would make any analysis very vulnerable to manipulations by interested actors who could infuse the Twitter communication sphere with a high volume of messages using specific #keywords (Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2010; Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2012) . Thus, focusing only on fluctuations in the total amount of messages or the most popular #keywords holds limited appeal. Second, methods focusing on changes of word frequency in a given topical cluster of messages during a given period of time, therefore, promise to bring more precise results. Yet, these methods demand that researches choose relevant topics, word stems or hashtags beforehand. Thus, these methods promise to be precise, but are only helpful if researchers know beforehand what they are looking for.
[ Table 1 about here]
The data pulse
We believe statistical models of a social media environment's "data pulse"-or normal state-are a valuable addition to the use of online data to identify offline events. We introduce the concept of the "data pulse" as the state of the system at a given time as determined only by known-and statistically modeled-aspects (e.g. the time of day, day of the week). This is an extension of a rudimentary idea already present in the literature (e.g. Balog et al., 2006; Hendrickson 2012) . We show, that historical data of social media time series can be used to forecast the expected development of these time series. We do this not to predict the future, but to understand what future data patterns are to be expected, if tomorrow's users continue behaving as those of yesterday. If empirical data would significantly diverge from these forecasts, researchers would have an indicator that something out of the ordinary had happened in the time span in question. This might be an extraordinary event, which temporarily focused the attention of users, leading to a lower diversity of hashtags in use, when compared to forecasts based on user behavior in the past. Thus, we reverse the analytical approach for the prediction of future events. We aim less for the prediction of minute details in future developments. Rather, we intent to built forecasts based on basic, persistent patterns in human online behavior. To us, deviations between these forecasts and the empirical data are indicators of potentially relevant offline events or online phenomena. With this approach-identifying strays from the expected "data pulse" of a social media system and determining their nature afterward-we propose a method that promises to be reasonably stable against spam and to allow researchers the detection of unexpected topics potentially relevant for the detection offline phenomena in online data.
In this paper, we suggest to use data, documenting user behavior online, to determine the "normal state" of a social media information environment-the pulse of a data source-to forecast a normal state of the system at a different time. If the empirical data deviates from this forecast too strongly, we take this as an indicator that the activities of users on a given channel in the time span in question deviate from their normal behavior. Thus, our forecast of the normal state serves as a benchmark against which to hold empirical data. If the gap between forecast and empirical data becomes too big, we may determine whether something out of the ordinary has happened that captured the attention of the users of a given channel. It is important to note that the events potentially captured by this approach are not unexpected events, in the sense of "black swans"-completely unexpected events with potentially strong impact (Taleb, 2007) . Instead, these events are special in that they capture unexpectedly high levels of attention by Twitter users. This could be unexpected events (e.g. the London riots) or scheduled, mediated events (e.g. coronations, sports, or debates in Presidential races). These media events (Dayan and Katz, 1992) are clearly not unexpected. In fact, they are scheduled and widely promoted well in advance. They are unexpected in the sense that they lead users to deviate from their established communication patterns and make them focus their attention on these events. Thus, these events break the "data pulse" of expected user behavior.
We start with the discussion of various types of online services used by researchers to analyze offline phenomena and the various data generating processes connected to them. We then discuss types of offline phenomena that in the past have been linked to specific patterns in online data. Then we introduce the concept of a "data pulse" and our reasons for using data collected on the microblogging platform Twitter. In a final step, we build a proof of concept to show the potentials that arise by forecasting an expected "data pulse" and by comparing it with empirical data. Large differences between the forecasted normal state and the empirically measured data serve to identify extraordinary events offline and online that were relevant to users of the respective online service.
Data on online behavior and connections to offline phenomena
A steadily increasing number of people use social media tools habitually in everyday life. This activity produces an ever-increasing amount of data that promise social scientists insights into human behavior and human interaction in increasing depth and scale. But these data do not only document human behavior. They also offer insight into what topics, people, or events held the attention of social media users at a given moment. Thus, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) become sensors, documenting the varying objects of attention of their users. Still, the question remains what aspect of human behavior these data document.
The Pyramid of Involvement
As the interests of ICT users are connected to, or were sparked by, offline phenomena, ICT data traces might hold information on these offline phenomena. As different online services require varying levels of engagement by the user, it is sensible to assume that data collected from different online services document different behaviors by different subgroups of the population. ICT can diagrammed as a pyramid of involvement. In Figure 1 we have depicted three particularly important ICT on this pyramid.
[ Figure 1 about here] Search engines probably hold the lowest requirements of prior engagement by their users. To conduct her interaction with the service, a user interested in a given topic, must only enter a search term appropriate to her immediate interests. This should lead to a wide variety of interests being documented in the logs of online search queries.
Another characteristic of search engines is that they are widely used. Thus, the data traces of the interactions by their users might document interests of a wider part of the population than data collected by online services with a narrower user base. Although search engines are used by 59% of all American adults on a daily basis, the user demographic is highly skewed towards "younger, more educated and more affluent search engine users" (Purcell et al., 2012) . While search engines show the highest daily usage of online tools by Americans, those using these services frequently are part of a very specific demographic. Their interests-mirrored by the data traces of their online use-should thus not be considered representative of the interests of all Americans.
In general terms, publishing a status message on a social networking site, like Facebook, or a microblogging service, such as Twitter or Weibo, suggests a higher level of involvement than performing a simple search. Publishing a message for a private or semi-public audience furthermore suggests that a user actively wants to share her thoughts on a topic or her reactions to an event. Therefore, data collected on these platforms document a different aspect of human behavior than search-query logs. Consequently, it is important to recognize that social-networking sites and microblogs are used by a considerably smaller and demographically more specific user base than online search engines (Correa et al., 2010; Mislove et al., 2011; Smith and Brenner, 2012) . The results of analyses based on these data might speak for merely a fragment of the population, namely younger, more educated and affluent people.
In contrast, a comparatively higher level of involvement is necessary for a user to blog about a topic or an event. This is also true for comments or product reviews on commercial platforms, such as amazon.com. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the percentage of internet users who actively blog or post comments is smaller than the percentage of those who post status messages on microblogs or social networking sites, which turn, is smaller than the percentage of internet users using search engines (Busemann and Gscheidle, 2011) . Demonstrably, analyses based on data collected on blogs or comment forums capture the behavior and interests of potentially highly involved persons that merely form a small, non-representative subgroup within the larger population.
These general observations correspond with surveys of user behavior online.
For example, the Pew Internet & American Life Project found that on a typical day 59% of Americans use a search engine to find information, 1 8% use the microblogging service Twitter, 2 4% create or work on their own online journal or blog 3 and 4% post a comment or review online about a product they bought or a service they received 4 (Pew 2012). Since these statistics come from different surveys in different years, they can only serve as rough indicators for usage patterns. Still, similar patterns can be found in other countries (e.g. Busemann and Gscheidle, 2011) .
To us, these usage patterns indicate the aforementioned "pyramid of involvement".
The differences documented by the pyramid of involvement have to be consciously addressed when analyzing data generated by the interaction of humans with online services. On the most basic level, the pyramid of involvement suggests that results based on data from different services will probably not be interchangeable.
It is also important to remember that these data can only speak for the behavior and interests of the users of the online service that the data was collected on. Thus, the inference of behavior or interest of the whole population is not necessarily possible. On the one hand, we have data from devices and services that document the behaviors of users who-probably-unintentionally left data traces. One example for this type of data might be a log of geographic locations of mobile-phone users.
Data generating processes
Another example might be a search-engine log that documents the queries users have entered. Usually these data also contain metadata (e.g. the device on which the search was performed, the geographic location of the search etc.). Principally, these data can be used to determine the interests and habits of users at pre-set locations at given times (e.g. a political election, or electricity prices). Naturally, user intent is very closely linked to the available data on user behavior. To give an example, we may assume that if users want to get information on a candidate in an election, they might use the candidate's name, the name of the party, or the campaign slogan as search terms for online searches. The use of such parameters occurs irrespective of user's attitudes toward the candidate or the candidate's ideological positions. Thus, the logs of this search engine document the user's interest in this candidate, but do not necessarily document her attitude towards the candidate (see Figure 2 ). Users create these data passively in the process of using an online service. These accidental, passively created data have been used in the past to predict mobility patterns in metropolitan areas (González et al., 2008) , track the spread of diseases (Ginsberg et al., 2009) , predict market prices (Choi and Varian, 2009 ) and identify the development of public discourse on politics (Weber et al., 2012) .
[ Figure 2 about here]
There are also data that are intentionally published by users, for example status messages on profiles on social networking sites or microblogs. These data document the full text of the status messages, links to content on the Internet, and links to other users mentioned in these messages. These messages also contain metadata (e.g. the device on which the messages were written, the geographic location the messages were written at etc.). In principle, these data can be used to determine those interests and personal connections that users want to document publicly at a given place and a given time. This is a crucial difference between these data and those created passively by users. To return to the example above, we may assume that a user might be interested in an upcoming election and so she uses her microblogging account to voice her support for a candidate. Her message might identify the candidate, the party or a campaign slogan. These data might resemble the data collected in the logs of her online searches; however, they are created by different user motivations. For a user to intentionally publish a message about a topic, the user must have a strong motivation.
In the case of political candidates, this motivation usually consists of either support or opposition. Accordingly, these data are highly dependent on the motivation of a user to see them published. Intentionally published data have been used to document the spread of earthquakes (Sakaki et al., 2010) , coordinate disaster relief efforts (Verma et al., 2011) , and to identify the sequence of micro-steps in mediated events, and political protests (Shamma et al., 2011; Jungherr and Jürgens, 2013) . Distinguishing between the different data-generating processes of individual online services is important because these distinctions determine what inferences researchers can validly draw on offline phenomena based on online data.
[ Figure 3 about here]
Offline Phenomena
There are different types of offline phenomena that have been connected to online data. These differences are based on the link between a phenomenon and an online data source. Some offline phenomena are directly linked to the data found on online channels. For example, if an Internet user posts a status message on her microblogging profile, "I am sick with the flu, now going out to buy medicine", this message is directly linked to her being sick with the flu and thus a valid indicator for everyone analyzing the spread of influenza through the relative frequency of flu related keywords in online data. Other examples for offline phenomena directly linked to online data are online reactions (e.g. status messages, search queries et al.)
to events, and online data documenting users' interests in buying or selling goods. To put this point more generally, every offline phenomenon that directly leads a user to interact with an online service can be understood as directly linked to the resulting online data. In turn these data can be used for the identification and-depending on the quality of the metadata-temporal and geographic tracking of the underlying offline phenomena.
Other offline phenomena are indirectly linked to online data. Some examples are the attempt to determine the collective mood of a population to predict the development of stock prices (Bollen et al., 2011) , or commercial success of films or goods based on the level of topically related word-of-mouth chatter (Asur and Huberman, 2010) . In the first example, researchers assume that the emotional mood of a population is somehow linked to the economic state (for example that collective mood swings are to be understood as premonitions of the collective unconscious of coming economic ups and downs). In this case, the collective mood might show in the phrasing of content published online. Some researchers claim that they can measure the dynamics of collective mood and use them to predict upcoming movements of economic indicators (Bollen et al., 2011) . If this relationship proved to be robust, one could characterize this relationship between offline phenomena and online data as indirect.
There are also offline phenomena that have no relationship with online data, but that have, nevertheless, been object of analyses or predictions based on online data. This is very obvious in the prediction of election results based on varying measures of the intensity of political conversations online (Tumasjan et al., 2010) . A naïve observer could assume that the connection between topical mentions of names of political parties or candidates could be seen as an indirect link, comparable to the one described above. Yet closer inspection shows this to be a misconception.
Elections are decided by the votes of vocal and non-vocal supporters of parties and politicians alike. An approach just focusing on the opinions and statements of vocal political supporters ignores the political convictions of those silent in the public discourse but willing to vote. As it turns out, the convictions between the politically non-vocal voters sometimes deviate from the opinions of those voicing their political opinions before an election, and thus the parties supported by non-vocal supporters might be underestimated. In communication research, this phenomenon has become known as the "spiral of silence" (Noelle-Neumann, 1991) . Recently similar patterns have been shown for political discourse online . Thus, the level of chatter published online or offline stands not necessarily in a meaningful relationship with the outcome of political elections. Accordingly the practice of predicting election results based on data collected online has-after a short series of highly publicized papers-become increasingly discredited (Gayo-Avello, 2012).
Forecasting the data pulse
After this general discussion, we present an event-detection approach, designed to be resilient to spam, for analyzing social media data. This approach should allow for the detection of topics and events that created strong reactions online without researchers having to know relevant hashtags beforehand. The state of a social media channel at any given time can be quantified by measuring a set of variables. This could be the total amount of messages on a microblogging service posted during a given time span, the number of users actively posting messages, the relative frequencies of specific terms or-as in the following proof of concept-the diversity of hashtags. These variables and their historic states can be documented in time series, which in turn can serve as source for statistical analyses and forecasts. This is important, because timeseries analysis allows us to identify regular patterns in the data (e.g. seasonal trends in the data) and to model a normal state of the system. By "normal state"-or "data pulse"-we mean the state of the system at a given time (e.g. diversity of hashtags during a given time span) as determined only by known-and statistically modeledaspects (e.g. the time of day, day of the week). If we compare this forecast with empirical data measuring the state of the variable in question at the time of interest we are able to identify deviations in the trend-the difference between the value as forecasted sans seasonality and the value as measured. Depending on the levels of these deviations, we are then able to determine if, at that time in question, the actual state of the system significantly deviated from the expected, or normal, state. If this were the case, we would expect that the reason for this deviation would either lie in our incomplete knowledge about the dynamics of the time series, or that online or offline phenomena have led users to deviate from their usual usage patterns.
Deviations from the "data pulse" could thus be used as indicators of the occurrence of phenomena-originating online or offline-relevant to the users of the service in question.
We show the potential of this approach by using data collected on the microblogging service Twitter, but in principle our approach should also work for different data sources. Twitter is an online service that allows users to post short text messages of up to 140 characters in length on personalized profiles. Users can also "follow" other accounts, which means that they can subscribe to new messages of other users and can access new messages by all users followed by them in an aggregated message feed. We choose Twitter for our analysis since the service has a relatively open data-access policy, enabling us to use a considerable volume of data for this analysis. Besides the ease of access, Twitter data has characteristics that make it a promising source for the analysis of offline phenomena. Twitter started out as a medium for self-expression but has since evolved into a forum for discussing current events and politics. It has therefore become a promising data source for researchers interested in these topics (Kwak et al., 2010; An et al., 2011) .
Another characteristic of Twitter facilitates the automated analysis of its data:
since Twitter messages are restricted in length to 140 characters or less, users developed cultural practices that helped to establish the context of a tweet with only a few characters. Some of these practices are documented in Table 2 . It has been shown that there are regularities in the use of these usage practices (Huberman et al., 2009; Cha et al., 2010) . Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the relative frequency of the occurrences of these cultural practices offers a promising base to model the "data pulse" of Twitter use.
[ Table 2 about here]
In our proof of concept, we decided to focus fluctuations in the diversity among the Table 1 ). This can potentially obstruct eventdetection with social media data. What is more, spam volumes can rise and fall drastically, and thus pose a challenges to methods that use high-volume levels and drastic volume changes to identify meaningful time spans. In order to identify
meaningful developments in the Twitter stream, topic-bound methods need to reliably identify and filter out spam.
Alternatively, one could focus just on the development of one hashtag relevant to the topic under examination. But there is a further problem with models that only include the time series of one topic: they will always fall short when (latent) events are reflected in several different topics. This shortcoming can be seen in one of our later examples where the hashtags "#superbowl" and "#giants" are both caused by the US Super Bowl event. In fact, it is easy to imagine topic constellations in which several smaller, thematically connected, yet fragmented, topics are not identified by algorithms because they were "overshadowed" by a single dominant, homogenous topic. In further studies, it might be possible to use the degree of topical fragmentation to separate potentially meaningful from less important topics. What if superfluous fads (such as online memes) would exhibit a high topical homogeneity, whereas widespread political events gave rise to a plethora of connected but different hashtags?
To avoid these issues, we focus on the fluctuations in the diversity of hashtags share of one or several topics grows at the cost the share of others, then the total diversity value decreases. Following our assumptions, we argue that this will happen only when external forces (e.g. events, memes) lead users to change their communicative behavior. In essence, drops in diversity represent phases during which Twitter users refrain from using many of the possible hashtags in favor of mentioning one or more dominant ones. An increase in diversity, on the other hand, could be most convincingly attributed to a sudden influx of new users who mention a set of hashtags that was not present before, thereby spreading activity across categories (hashtags).
The diversity of Twitter topics was measured using a dataset of 3.788.651.747 messages gathered during the months of February through June 2012, using an extended access level of Twitter's random sample stream. This was formerly specified to include 10% of all tweets but subsequently reduced; in any case the data averages about 18.000 messages per minute. 6 We extracted the amount of messages per hashtag per hour. Since a large proportion of tags was used very infrequently and thus had both a low impact and dampening effect on diversity, we selected the 1.000 tags with the highest volume. The distribution of messages per hashtag displays a long tail.
While there are very few frequently used tags, most are used very infrequently.
Calculating a diversity index over all tags would-due to the large number of categories-yield scarcely any fluctuation. We therefore selected only the top 1.000
hashtags for our analysis. The total range of messages per tag goes from one for tags used only once to 5.648.780 for the tag used most often. Our sample of the top 1.000 tags represents hashtags from 53.821 occurrences upwards, and thus spans over 99% of the total range. Diversity was calculated on this dataset using Shannon's diverstiy index, sometimes called SDI or "Shannon's H" (Shannon 1948 , McDonald & Dimmick, 2003 :
Since diversity is expressed at any given time by a single value, this value produces an univariate time series and can be examined with established methods for time-series analysis. In order to keep the approach as simple as possible, we opted to use STL, a seasonal trend decomposition technique based on Loess (Cleveland et al., 1990) . Using the "stl" package in R (R Development Core Team, 2011), the diversity time series were decomposed into a seasonal component, a trend, and a remainder.
Major drops in diversity can thus be identified visually in the trend component of the resulting graphs.
In this proof of concept, we used the by far most basic version of this approach. For extensions of this approach, it is easily imaginable to automate the identification of significant diversity decreases (e.g. through a parametric procedure).
Also, instead of calculating the diversity of the entire Twitter stream, other analyses (e.g. on sub-topical, local or community-based levels) are easily imaginable.
To facilitate the visual inspection, we will take two months from the total time-span and examine some cases of sudden drops in diversity in greater detail. The figure for February (Figure 4) shows the three elements of the STL on a shared time scale. The top panel shows the original time series, labeled "data". Below, the "seasonal" component represents the extracted pattern of daily variation, which is common to all cycles in the dataset. The third panel displays a smoothed trend component over time. Finally, the "remainder" represents residuals that were not captured by either seasonal component or smoothed trend. Given that diversity is bound to drop when the composition of topics changes, we expect the trend to display significant drops at points in time when a major event displaces other topics in communication.
[ Figure 4 about here]
Examining the trend of the data at hand, we see various deviations. Some of them may be the result of yet-undetected seasonalities, technological constraints, and many should be the result of the stochastic nature of measurements of human behavior. Yet, there are several large deviations from the null horizon. Both edges of the time series fluctuate somewhat. While the overall volume may drop due to technical errors (either with Twitter's service or the computer used to capture the data) that may lead to brief periods of missed tweets, the diversity measure is relatively stable, as long as the errors omit messages uniformly and do not drop to zero (as is the case in the middle of February). Beyond these features, many smaller increases stay unexplained. Our basic premise is that modeling the regular features of the diversity of message topics reveals relevant events beyond our ability to forecast. This holds true if we find that drops in the trend timeline actually correspond to explainable, singular phenomena.
Looking at the trend series, there are several notable drops, for example around the 6th and 8th. Upon investigation of the topic compositions, we find that the 6th is marked by a spike in a TV-related hashtags (the voice, "#voice"), most prominently by the Super Bowl ("#superbowl" and "#giants"). As seen in the stacked plot ( Figure   5 ) that highlights the five most prominent tags during this time span, the Super Bowl topics expand upwards and downwards which indicates a displacement of other topics. The result here is rather sobering, given that February was a month that showed intense conflict in the Syrian civil war. If political events were met with at least some interest from the majority of Twitter users, we would have expected to see this reflected in the diversity. Instead, the topic seems to have lost out against topics with stronger relevance to western Twitter users.
[ Figure 5 about here]
Among the other deviations, we find the 2012 UEFA European Football
Championship or "euro2012" in short. Corresponding to the days of prominent matches ( Figure 6 ), we find that this topic dominates the topic composition. The effect of displacement of other topics is quite clear on the 24th of June:
[ Figure 6 about here]
[ Figure 7 about here]
Given that in these examples the method successfully detected actual events, we furthermore wanted to test whether it would be able to identify other meaningful developments. In this respect, the limits of the diversity metric become quite apparent: although the 16th and 17th of June saw important elections in Egypt (a country that was prominently discussed on Twitter before), those do not register in the trend. Looking at the volume, the hashtag #egypt never reaches beyond 4.000 Tweets per hour, easily being drowned by tweets referencing the European Soccer Championship.
By design, diversity is a rather coarse indicator in that it detects a contraction of attention. Insofar, its trends identify situations in which the twittersphere becomes increasingly focused on one singular topic. In order to better quantify the actual impact of each topic, so as to get a more accurate picture, not only of the singular dominant topic, but also of smaller ones, a simple technique could be proposed: one merely needs to perform a calculation of the diversity, with each topic removed in turn. Topics can then be ranked by the amount by which their removal increases the metric.
To conclude, we showed how a series of very simple analytical steps can model meaningful causes for variations in the structure of hashtags actively used on Twitter. In doing so, we were able to explore, explain, and formalize sensible assumptions about behavioral patterns in the data documenting digital traces of user behavior online. By using the STL technique, we gained a time series with drastically reduced fluctuations, which represents deviations from our expectations. Under this approach, it is easily possible to add ever more model steps onto each other, each in turn reducing the variance of the remainder as it explains a bit of "what's going on" and thus to come to an increasingly realistic model of the "data pulse".
With this proof of concept we add to the growing literature on event detection
with social media data. In our two very simple examples we showed that a diversity based approach to event detection was successful in detection attention shifts in 
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that data produced by human interaction online holds strong potential for social scientists interested in offline phenomena. As shown above many empirical studies have illustrated the potential of these data in specific case studies. We think that now is the time to move beyond isolated, individual cases and think more systematically about the theoretical links between data collected on different online services and various offline phenomena.
In the first part of this paper we added to the discussion about links between online data and offline phenomena. We did so by suggesting three elements of online services, which have to be taken into account in the interpretation of analyses based on data collected on these services. These elements are the pyramid of involvement, the different data generating processes of each service, and the characteristic of the link between the human interaction with the online service and the offline phenomena in question.
In the second part of the paper we showed the potential to detect extraordinary phenomena by investigating externally induced changes in the "normal state" of online data based on topic diversity. With this approach, we contribute to the discussion of the potential of forecasts based on data collected online. But instead of attempting to forecast exceptional phenomena-for example by identifying typical patterns in the data-we suggest to model the "normal state" of a system and take strong differences between the model and the empirical data as an indicator for the occurrence of extraordinary offline phenomena that led users to change their behavior mirrored by the unexpected patterns in the empirical data.
